Colour, style, life…
SCALA STUCCO

TELSTAR

We offer a wide range of decorative systems suitable for customers and architects.
-products in the aqueous phase for the comfort of use and the ambient
- multi-purpose-systems: large facilities – mechanical application; small and medium
objects – call for the dexterity of the true artists
- enhanced protection of the decorations makes them all-purpose products
We hope our offer will facilitate the selection and purchase of a suitable product.

A highly sophisticated decoration. A
perfect quality of the surface imitating
stuccos and marble slabs.

Gentle colours and old plaster texture.
The product is a fine-grained mineral
decorative compound applied with a float.
Allows to achieve a smooth and irregular
texture of old plaster.

The product gives the effect of colour
blending with each other which forms impressive decorations of walls and details.
Apply the acrylic mass with a float or a
trowel, coat on coat.

Apart from a wide range of decorative systems and paints
we also offer a broad variety of tools:

To reach the colouristic effect apply telstar
Nuance (patina) on telstar Inter(background) and then pass it over with a Talorex
float.

ABS FLOAT
“STUC” TEFLON

VERANO
Verano – a decorative system
making the spatial effect of creased
paper, fabric or skin.

TRAVERTINE
A mineral decoration that is used to successfully imitate natural travertine, including the characteristic pitting and cavities.
A better protection thanks to (Zolpalith) impregnate.

The product of a velvet consistency,
semi-thick. Enables to embed special
glassine paper in order to acquire
a very realistic look of a creased
or crumpled surface. The system
enables to use a wide range of Reflets
and Nuances making the impression
of colouristic shifts.

STUCCATEUR
INOX

RUBBER WOOD
GRAINING
TOOL

“VENETIAN CLAY”
PLASTIC FLOAT

NATURELLE
SPONGE
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INOX FLOAT
“SPECIAL STUC”

Decorations

To achieve the gloss effect and smoothness, polish up the final decoration using
a stainless steel trowel or a float.

Indoor and outdoor
decorating systems

DUOMO
The “Venetian Clay” effect with an additive of gold
and silver flakes.
A single component decoration applied manually
with a wide brush. It is spread with a putty knife
using a white or coloured base.
Simple and easy to be made in just one day.

CERAMUR

ZOLFLEX

AMANDINE

The effect of multicoloured flakes of a gentle
structure.
A multicoloured flakes-based decoration
sprayed on the wet base.
A durable and washable decoration.
Finishing with a varnish offers an improved
protection (a matt or satin look).

Amandine is perfect for public areas and
traffic routs thanks to an easy way of
applying, resistance to soiling, scratch and
water washing.

Resistant fibreglass wallpapers are offered in
60 different patterns. Installed and pained
fibreglass wallpapers give an effective, solid
and colourful protection of ceilings and walls.

The marble coat is protected with varnish
with an additive of multicolour flakes. The
effect can be intensified with glitter, making
the interior look interesting and spacious.

Easy surface preparation.
Very good mechanical impact resistance.
Long-term warranty.
Can be painted 10 times.

SAHARA

ANTIQUE IMAGE

A decorative quartz paint. A paint intended for interior designs has unique ornamental and practical
qualites. Based on water emulsion, quartz dusts and metallic additives providing an intriguing play of
light and colourful reflections imitating desert sand shining in the sun with gold, silver or pearl glow.

A unique mineral based product in antique gold or silver which opalesce light distinctively. It
is easy to apply and can be used do decorate outside and inside walls. The final effect casts fantastic rays of light depending on the tool or base colour which were used and enables to receive
unusual, unevenly coloured areas of a chosen colour, which are highlighted by the light.

A wide range of about 80 different colours enables to create an individual way of designing all types of
rooms and details.

DIAPAZON
The beauty and effect of old sand plaster.
The plaster mass is applied manually
with a float.
A gentle „cloud texture” effect can be
achieved by applying two colours at the
same time using a mixing method (wet
on wet).
An indoor and outdoor decorative
coating.

STROMBOLI

MARMOFLOAT
REFLET
Decorative plaster based on lime and marble
enables creating a concrete and marble texture
(salt and pepper) or a natural rock (e.g travertine).
Matt or mineral look, high coat resistance,
excellent water vapour permeability.
Readymade product allows an architect and a
contractor to highlight its natural beauty.

A preparation enriching our decorative
products with the gold, copper, bronze and
pearl effect which makes the surface look
original and unique.

A sprayed decoration in a sophisticated wide range of colours and
shadows.
A multicoloured paint applied mechanically on the surface, according to
the colour of the decoration, making it
smooth and delicate in touch.
Perfect for large objects, offices, hotels,
etc.
It is possible to protect the surface
using a matt, satin or gloss varnish.

